
Location of installation 

*  Install the detector so that  the majority of target activity is across the 
detection pattern. 

*  The mounting height should be between 2.3m to 4.0m (7.6 to 13ft.). 

*  Mount the unit on a wall or other solid surface.  An unstable installation 
could be a cause of false alarms. Do not install on poles or fences where 
it is unstable.  

*  Direct or reflected sunlight on the face of the detector can cause false 
alarms. Set the detection area so it is not effected by direct sunlight, or 
use the optional Sun hood (SIP MINIHOOD or SIP MIDIHOOD) to 
help avoid this problem.   

*  Install the REDWALL  SIP series away from objects which can block the 
detection areas.  

Confirm the detection area can be covered by a camera 

*  Mismatching the detection area and camera views means that operators 
can not see the crucial image on the monitor screen. The detection area 
should be within camera view. 
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To reduce miss alarm 
•  Select the installation location so that 

intruder may cross the detection 
area.  

PIR’s are more sensitive to movement made across 
it’s field of view, and is less sensitive to movement 
made toward or away from the detector/field of view.  
Installation location should be selected accordingly.  
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To reduce false alarms: 
•  Select proper detector which has the same 

or less  detection area to be protected area. 

•  Avoid locations where the detector looks 
towards the object which make extreme 
sudden temperature change (e.g air-
conditioner compressors) and moving 
objects (e.g. trees, bushes, flags, wildlife 
trails, etc.). 
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Over-spilling! 

The detector watching the compressor! 

The detector watching the vegetation! 

If the protection zone is too small for the 
detector selected, it may cause the unit to 
“overspill” the detection area.  It will 
create unwanted false alarms.   

If there is vegetation or objects which 
create temperature differences, it will 
result false alarm, too. 
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To reduce the risk of tampering or vandalism: 
•  Do not install the detector so that the 

intruder can access the detector from 
outside its detection area. 

•  Install the detector at proper installation 
height. 

Do not install the unit 
too high! 

The detector should 
be installed at 7.6 to 
13ft. (2.3 to 4m). 

If the unit installed  
too low, an intruder 
can access the 
detector easily.  When 
this exists, the unit 
should be installed at 
a higher position 
within the rated 
range.  

If the unit is installed too high, there will be dead 
spots which could result in missed alarms.  For 
example, if the SIP-5030 is installed at 26ft. (8m), 
there will be some dead spots where the unit can 
not detect people. 

Also, at a too low position, the detector will be too 
sensitive (objects appear larger to the detector) 
and will cause false alarms. 

Bad! 
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If the camera’s 
field of view can 
not cover the 
whole detection 
area, add 
another camera 
to cover the 
complete zone. 
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When the long range SIP is installed on an uneven grand, 
there can be dead spots and over-spilling area. 

Dead spot 

Over-spill  

These dead spot and over-spilling area can  be causes of missed alarms and false alarms. 

When the SIP is required for such uneven grand, install 2 units of short 
range SIPs at the both end as follows to avoid these problems. 
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•  Installation height:  7.6ft. to 13ft. 
•  Sensitivity for Far area:  M for 7.6ft. height, H for 13ft. 

 Sensitivity for Near area:  M for 7.6ft. height, H for 13ft. 
  Sensitivity for Creep zone: M for 7.6ft. height, H for 13ft. 

For using the SIP-100 to the rated detection 
range 330ft. (100m) span of perimeter fence, it 
should be used under the following setting.　 	

Use AVF-1 to confirm the target distance, and follow the installation 
procedure document.  After the adjustment, conduct the walk-test to 
confirm if the required detection area is created. The above recommended 
setting is like guidance. If necessary, adjust the sensitivity, in order to obtain 
the required detection performance. 



•  Installation height: 13ft. 
•  Sensitivity for Far area: H 

 Sensitivity for Near area: H 
  Sensitivity for Creep zone: H 

For using the SIP-100 to the 250ft. (75m) span 
of perimeter fence, it can be used under the 
following setting.　 	

Use AVF-1 to confirm the target distance, and follow the installation 
procedure document.  After the adjustment, conduct the walk-test to 
confirm if the required detection area is created. The above recommended 
setting is like guidance. If necessary, adjust the sensitivity, in order to obtain 
the required detection performance. 



•  Installation height: 13ft 
•  Sensitivity for Far area: M 

 Sensitivity for Near area: M 
  Sensitivity for Creep zone: H 

For using the SIP-100 to the 200ft. (60m) span 
of perimeter fence, it can be used under the 
following setting.　 	

Use AVF-1 to confirm the target distance, and follow the installation 
procedure document.  After the adjustment, conduct the walk-test to 
confirm if the required detection area is created. The above recommended 
setting is like guidance. If necessary, adjust the sensitivity, in order to obtain 
the required detection performance. 
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Flexible and cost effective installation 

1. POE/IP connection 
2. Alarm I/O connection with Pre-installed camera (either analog or IP) 



System diagram 1 – POE/IP connection 
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•  PoE Plus splitter functions 
•  IEEE 802.3at / IEEE 802.3af compliant 
•  DC outputs (24vDC at 0.8A) 
•  DC outputs (12vDC at 0.1A) 

•  Ethernet converter / Pass-through selectable 
•  Ethernet converter 

•  Signals can be converted into Redwall 
Event Codes via TCP/IP or UDP 

•  Programmable 5-input NC/NO 
•  10Base-T 

•  Includes cover plate for US double gang box 

Note: PoE Transceiver for non-IP Optex sensors 



Power supply　 
12VDC/24VAC 

Analog 

IP camera 

Video Management Software or 
Network Video Recorder 

Switch 

SIP 
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TCP/IP 
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Battery version  

SIP-3020/4010/404 WF series or	

System diagram 2 – Pre-installed camera connection 
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